on the one hand and on the other, German continues to be spoken even today. This history of language use and shift can help us reconsider language issues among new immigrants in the Midwest, with implications for education and policy. Second, midwestern English has been-and is beingshaped by German infl uence, but not in the ways one might think. Clichés of German-infl uenced speech have surely receded, but important structural infl uence is present and still developing today. Third, German immigration is not something only of the past: speakers of languages and dialects considered in some sense to be "German" are still immigrating to the Midwest in surprisingly high numbers. These case studies illustrate how the history of German in the Midwest can and should inform contemporary discussions about immigration and immigration issues. Ultimately, these case studies show how German-speaking immigrants continue to shape the landscape of the Midwest even today.
The rest of the paper is structured around these three case studieslearning English and abandoning German, the shaping of midwestern English, and a resurgence of "German" immigration to the region. At the same time, our changing understanding of the issues bears on the historiography of the Midwest-and language and immigration in particular. We discuss how our understanding of German immigration to the Midwest still sometimes remains in the shadow of fi liopietism and even occasionally still the stain of connections to Nazi "research." Taken together, we hope that these case studies suggest a blueprint for future collaborative studies between linguists and specialists in other disciplines such as anthropology, education, history, and sociology.
I. Learning English and Abandoning German
Much of the popular and occasionally even scholarly understanding of Germans and their languages in the Midwest resides in two narratives. The fi rst is that the German speakers were model immigrants with regard to language-that is, that they learned English quickly after arrival. The second is that World War I led to the death of German in the region. Both are, judging from available evidence, largely incorrect.
Before continuing, we need to clarify an important terminological matter: In immigration or other situations where languages come into contact with one another, linguists distinguish between the two situations discussed in the previous paragraph: (1) the learning of a new language (that is, German speakers becoming bilingual in English); and (2) the abandonment of the immigrant language (that is, German-English communities becoming English monolingual over time, with bilingual parents raising their children as English monolinguals), a process that specialists call "language shift." The former creates a situation of language contact within individual speakers-or bilingual brains-while the latter, language shift, eliminates language contact. Let us deal with them in turn.
One of the most glaringly false but resilient myths in American history and politics, from the colonial period to the present, is that immigrants to this country do not learn English; rather, they actively resist using it and even their children do not learn it. Exponents of this myth, across time and space, have often contrasted the presumed language acquisition patterns of contemporary immigrants with those earlier immigrants, who ostensi- bly mastered English quickly. This is a longstanding refrain in American political discourse, with complex historical origins, but it remains strong even today. For instance, conservative scion Michael Reagan lamented in a 2006 essay: All across the U.S., hordes of immigrants-legal and illegal-are chattering away in their native language and have no intention of learning English-the all-but-offi cial language of the United States where they now live. . . . Can you blame them? They are being enabled by all those diversity fanatics to defy the age-old custom of immigrants to our shores who made it one of their fi rst priorities to learn to speak English and to teach their offspring to do likewise.
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Research by scholars from many different disciplines and perspectives shows, however, that the exact opposite holds true: immigrants learn English as quickly as they can.
4 As is so often the case, historical (mis)interpretation serves to keep this myth alive. As linguist James Crawford puts the myth, en route to debunking it: "Today's immigrants refuse to learn English, unlike the good old immigrants of yesteryear."
5 The social settings of bilingualism have of course changed dramatically. Our point is not that these situations are comparable but simply that they are treated as such in much public discourse.
Our focus here is on the historical claims about "good old immigrants." In fact, a steadily growing body of research shows that many immigrants and their descendants remained monolingual in their immigrant languages after over a half century or more living in the U.S. and several generations later. The 1910 Census asked about all individuals over the age of ten whether they were able to speak English and, if not, what language they spoke. Such data is fraught with problems, but it can serve as a rough gauge of how many people remained monolingual at the time. One factor, for instance, suggests that non-English monolingualism may be seriously underreported: The late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries were a time of great xenophobia: The Nativist and Know Nothing movements found great popular support, and language offered a fertile battleground in immigration debates. 6 Because of political and social pressure placed upon immigrants to learn English, speakers might have had concrete motivations to over-rather than underestimate their ability to speak English.
As an example, in the village of Hustisford, in eastern Wisconsin, twenty-four percent of residents reported being monolingual in German in 1910, well over a half century after the main immigration to the community. 7 Over a third of the reported monolinguals were born in the U.S. This included numerous third generation monolinguals-grandchildren of European immigrants who had not learned English-in 1910. Farther to the north, one scholar found that in a census district in New Holstein, twentyeight percent reported being monolingual, with forty-nine of those born in the U.S. 8 No contemporary immigrant community has been documented as "resisting" learning English to nearly this extent. In short, these immigrants hardly consistently abandoned German quickly; indeed, they often did not learn English for a couple of generations and, contrary to popular belief, they have often held on their language generations longer than contemporary immigrants.
A second myth concerns the role that World War I played in the decline and death of German in the Midwest. It is still widely believed that World War I was a primary cause of this demise-we often hear this misconception in community outreach talks and informally from scholars as well. As one older source puts it, World War I was for German Americans "a thunderclap from a cloudless sky."
9 The simple existence of today's speakers and hundreds of thousands of others born and raised with German as their fi rst language long after the war-when it was often used in church and worship services, school, and elsewhere-disproves this myth. But the story is richer, as we discuss below.
A coherent and testable theory is now emerging of why communities do (or do not) maintain languages. 10 This growing body of research builds around Roland L. Warren's theory of a "Great Change" in American community structure.
11 Previous works tended to see language shift in terms of "prestige" and various local considerations or as simply a mundane process of assimilation to surrounding societal patterns. In this new view, language shift is seen as coming along with "verticalization," shift of control from local to non-local hands. According to this theory, language loss is driven by broad forces transforming community structure, primarily by the displacement of locally interconnected organizational structures in favor of ones connected primarily to extra-community organizations. Before the change, communities were relatively autonomous, with local institutions tied more closely to one another than to state or national ones. In this period, what happened in local schools was driven by local cultural and economic needs and desires-closing schools at harvest time or for deer season, for instance. Over time, control of institutions "verticalizes," or moves beyond local control, whether in governmental, economic, or private institutional contexts. After these changes are carried out, the support structure for minority languages within a community steadily erodes.
The patterns of Wisconsin German monolingualism described above were facilitated by the relatively large German-speaking population and supported by a full range of institutions in the German language-such as schools, churches, newspapers, and labor unions. As scholars have demonstrated, some individuals began shifting to English immediately upon arrival, and some culturally German institutions were established in English, but vast numbers of people continued to use German and established institutions in that tongue.
12 Over time, institutions came under various kinds of pressure to switch to English, but the full impact of this language shift did not occur in connection with the dramatic events associated with the last century. For schools, many states passed laws restricting or even banning instruction in German, like Wisconsin's Bennett Law in 1889, but that law and some others were repealed relatively quickly, and states had limited ability to enforce such laws in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century.
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The most noticeable changes came at the hands of increasing state control of education, which meant that schools were ever more tightly regulated, including with regard to language. In the press, the war had a profound impact on this industry, as some papers folded or switched to English. But the larger impact was from economic changes, which made small papers in any language less and less viable over time. Larger and larger circulations became necessary to make newspapers and magazines economically viable. With this, smaller German language publications failed, just as smaller circulation English language papers have been going out of business for over a century.
14 In religion, the shift to English was long and often hotly debated, but some churches only shifted to English after Germanspeaking clergy were no longer available.
15 That is, the shift was driven not by a desire to switch services to English but by an inability to conduct them in German in some instances.
Across this range of institutions-public education, private business, and religion-we witness the lessening of local control in favor of nonlocal control. In each, that change undermines the position of German, much less as a matter of policy or proclamation and much more as part of an integration into broader, English-speaking society. Warren's model of "verticalization" as part of a sweeping change in community structure captures neatly the processes we see at work here, and today's highly vertical social structure in the United States is consistent with the very rapid shift to English among newer immigrants. This, we argue, is the most fundamental difference between past and present immigrants with regard to learning English, as alluded to above.
Once again, these historical cases tie in to and inform contemporary hot-button issues relevant to the Midwest and beyond. As already suggested above, the pressure on immigrant language speakers to shift to English is a thread running from the colonial period down to the present day, fed by repeated waves of xenophobia.
16 With regard to Wisconsin's burgeoning Spanish-speaking population, Catherine Stafford writes:
Language policies that favor educating children monolingually in English over developing and maintaining bilingualism are perhaps a vestige of misconceptions that grew out of research fi ndings published in the xenophobic climate of the fi rst half of the twentieth century. These ideologically tainted studies concluded that bilingualism meant imperfect mastery of two languages (referred to by some pejoratively as "semilingualism") and that it could lead to cognitive confusion, even schizophrenia, and was therefore to be avoided. Of course, these claims have long since been discredited, but unfortunately, the destructive, narrow-minded ideologies associated with them persist. 17 Stafford's comments speak to modern misconceptions harbored by some that bilingualism in a pluralistic society is a hindrance rather than an asset, both for individuals and society as a whole. This negative view of bilingualism was also present in sociological work early in the last century. Bilinguals and bilingualism in general has traditionally been considered a hindrance individually and at a societal level, according to scholars such as Izhak Epstein, who states la polyglossie est une plaie sociale ("multilingualism is a social ill"). 18 Elaborating on this point-but certainly not sharing his view-Aneta Pavlenko explains, "Since bilingualism could be particularly harmful for young children whose thought processes were still developing, [Epstein's] recommendation was to begin foreign-language instruction in later childhood and to limit it to reading and basic everyday expressions."
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These sorts of misconceptions about bilingualism naturally had an impact in shaping public opinions about bilingual individuals and communities, but also education policy as we have discussed above.
The view of bilingualism as a "social ill" has since been repeatedly and thoroughly debunked from a variety of research perspectives. Modern research in psycholinguistics and neurolinguistics has presented a wide ranging of compelling evidence that, in contrast to Epstein and his contemporaries' views of bilingualism exhibiting "une infl uence negative ou inhibitrice" (a negative or inhibitory infl uence), bilinguals actually display distinct cognitive advantages when compared with their monolingual counterparts, such as a delay in the onset of dementia and other debilitating cognitive illnesses such as Alzheimer's disease. 20 Furthermore, research shows that the amounts of white matter in the brain and grey matter in the cerebellum increase over the course of a bilingual's lifespan. 21 That is, bilingualism has positive, lifelong effects on individual cognition, in addition to its social, political, and economic values. Beyond that, understanding this history is now driving work to support language revitalization efforts underway in Native American and other communities: A workable theory of language shift will yield insight into how to reverse it, and that workable theory may be the one emerging now from the study of German in the American Midwest.
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To sum up, German speakers hardly all learned English on or even shortly after arrival in the United States, and the view that World War I was the death knell of the German language in America was overstated. The bilingual tradition in the Midwest continues to enrich the landscape as new languages come into the region, including Somali, Russian, Laotian, and many others. These immigrants are learning English much faster and probably shifting to English much more quickly than Germans did.
At the same time, the linguistic impact of German is hardly limited to German-English bilingualism. In the next section, we consider the role that heritage immigrant German has played in the development of midwestern English.
II. Midwestern English and the Role of German
In talking to public audiences about the infl uence of German on English in the Midwest, we often hear examples of words and stereotypes, especially from older people-for example, words like hausfrau ("housewife") and dummkopf ("dumb person") or phrases like danke schön ("thank you").
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As Von Schneidemesser shows with a series of maps, these terms are often regional, concentrated in the Midwest and Pennsylvania, areas of particularly heavy settlement by speakers of German dialects. 24 These words also appear, based on our experience, to be recessive, mostly used by older speakers today, though a few have established themselves in the region. Brat(wurst), "kind of sausage" is a familiar example of this shift. Another case in point is bakery. For most Americans, it means a place where baked goods are produced, but especially in Wisconsin it can refer to the product-"people might be hungry, so we should bring some bakery to the meeting." This refl ects a dialectal meaning of the German term Bäckerei, "bakery."
Beyond borrowed words, Howell provides an excellent survey of structural patterns reported in midwestern (and Pennsylvania) English that appear to refl ect German infl uence. Examples include unexpected verb tenses and verbal "aspect" like I am here ten years (instead of "have been"); Did you hear the lecture last night? I have heard it (instead of expected simple past "heard," both from Milwaukee); and "semantic impositions" like make the light out, make out the light (following the use of German machen ["to make"] in such constructions, from Illinois and Wisconsin).
25 Some stereotypes of German infl uenced English, like throw mama down the stairs a kiss (associated by cliché, for example with Milwaukee), likely existed only among native speakers of German with limited command of English.
Subtler patterns have only begun to be investigated. Consider constructions like Sheboygan is a city people like when they visit vs. Sheboygan is a city people like when they visit it. The former pattern is widely used in American English (and preferred by some speakers) while the equivalent of the second (with the pronoun "it" at the end) is the direct English translation of the German sentence (which requires the last pronoun to be present). Since these structures are ones that speakers are typically unaware of and which are not discussed in school or grammatical texts, we might expect a subtle German infl uence here. While Wisconsin German-English bilinguals and some older monolingual English speakers from Wisconsin show a tendency to prefer German-like patterns-requiring the fi nal pronoun, "it," to be presentthis preference has since largely disappeared. Younger English monolingual speakers appear to prefer the structure without the pronoun.
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The "German infl uenced" structures that remain in broad use today are largely a variety of patterns that laypeople may think of as "grammatical," but which in fact largely refl ect changes in the usage of particular words in German-like ways. Examples include what for (German: was für) or the verbal particle with in clauses like Are you coming with? (German: kommst du mit?). This last construction, for instance, expands on an extant set of "verb-particle constructions" in English-"to come around"-rather than representing a structural innovation in English grammar. It is today unremarkable throughout much of the Midwest and is even used beyond it.
Changing pronunciations of the /ae/ vowel-the vowel found in words like bad, ban, bag, back-is characteristic of many regions, and certain parts of the Midwest show pronunciations of this vowel more like the common American vowel [ɛ], as in bed, Ben, beg, Beck, or even [e:] as in bade, bane, vague, bake. Since most kinds of German lack /ae/, and German speakers often replace it with [ɛ] or [e:], this has been attributed to German infl uence. However, this is less than certain and the changes could be "internal," not driven by contact. Moreover, the vowel /ae/ is lacking in most of the immigrant languages of the region-Polish, Dutch, and so on-so if this were an effect of earlier language contact, it would refl ect a broader immigrant phenomenon rather than an exclusively German one. The same holds for "stopping" of English "th" sounds in thing or this (interdental fricatives, phonetic [θ, ð]) to d, so that those things there can be produced as dose dings dere or dose tings dere. Here, though, stigmatization plays a role, as teachers and others have worked to stamp out such forms-though the d pronunciations are still regularly heard in parts of the region today, including among young speakers-just as many stigmatized features survive and thrive in various social groups and regions.
Far more remarkable, however, are the changes in a set of other patterns. German does not distinguish word-fi nal sounds by "voicing," so s ~ z, t ~ d, etc. are pronounced the same, a phenomenon called "fi nal devoicing." 27 This pattern can be heard in heavily German settled regions today, so that buzz is pronounced more or less like bus and bed like bet. Recent studies show that this is not a direct continuation of German-like pronunciation-that is, the direct carrying over of a German accent into the English of later generations. 28 Instead, older speakers and speakers in historical recordings overpronounce the "voicing" of fi nal z, d, and others. It is only today's younger speakers who produce the devoiced variants, people who represent a population with little or no direct connection to German. Similar "boomerang" effects-where immigrant-infl uenced features recede with language shift only to return after language shift is far advanced-exist in other situations of language contact like in Cajun English. 29 This may refl ect a sociolinguistic "reallocation," where particular linguistic features continue to be used, but with new social meaning. In this instance, formerly ethnic/immigrant speech features are used to mark new regional and local identities.
This opens the door to seeing the bigger picture of language in the region: in the Upper Midwest, distinctive dialects are only now beginning to emerge, and with them awareness of distinctive accents. Kathryn Remlinger, Luanne von Schneidemesser, and Joseph Salmons show that awareness of distinctive speech patterns in the Upper Peninsula of Michigan and in Wisconsin is recent, a fi nding supported by graphing the occurrences of "Wisconsin accent" and "North Carolina accent" in NGram Viewer, which searches huge sets of printed books for words and phrases. This timing is reminiscent of the "devoicing" patterns described above, and that may be more than coincidence: though popular views see dialect diversity in the U.S. as being on the decline, many studies have shown that some American dialects are in fact rapidly becoming more different from one another, especially the midwestern ones. We know from a large body of research that when new areas are settled by speakers of a new language, it takes at least three to four generations for a coherent, recognizable new dialect to emerge. 32 In the German-speaking Midwest, this process could have only begun in many communities with the shift to English as a fi rst language. That is, the presence of immigrant languages (and English infl uenced by German) likely delayed the onset of new dialect formation. The German contributions to midwestern English dialects came along at roughly the same time, long after Germans had arrived in the state and as German was no longer a widely spoken language in the region.
III. New "German" Speakers in the Midwest
So far, we have talked about German varieties that have reached their last generation of speakers and their effects on regional English. Not all varieties in the region fi nd themselves in this situation, and we illustrate this with two examples, one likely familiar to most midwesterners and the other much less so. "Pennsylvania German" or "Pennsylvania Dutch"-called Deitsch by its speakers-is spoken in the Midwest alone by an estimated 160,000 people, who are almost all Old Order Amish and Old Order Mennonite, and their numbers are growing rapidly. 33 With dialectal origins mostly in present-day southwestern Germany, Pennsylvania German developed into an independent language in colonial Pennsylvania with generations of isolation from European German speakers. The map below illustrates some of the major migration routes from Pennsylvania across the Midwest; today there are large communities in most midwestern states, with, for example, 375 settlements in Ohio, 246 in Indiana, ninety-three in Wisconsin, forty in Iowa, and forty-nine in Missouri.
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In these communities, the language continues to be transmitted to children and used in daily life. As just noted, the number of speakers is growing rapidly, due to early marriage and large families. Today the midwestern dialects are diverging from the varieties spoken in Pennsylvania.
Another recently arrived population in the region speaks a dramatically different Germanic language, a form of Low German, the indigenous language of northern Germany. So-called "Old Colony Mennonites" use the language known as "Mennonite Low German," or Plautdietsch, in the home and for worship services. They have roots in the Netherlands and northwestern Germany (with Dutch infl uences but primarily Low German lin- 
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Because of this unique migration background and language learning history, this group presents important opportunities to understand multilingual language development and linguistic and social identity across several generations in the Midwest. From a linguistic standpoint, the documentation and analysis of the three languages spoken within this groupMennonite Low German, Spanish, and English-will reveal a great deal about language maintenance, language loss/attrition, and the development of English as a third language (l3) in this group. Of equal importance, and returning to our fi rst case study concerning the "abandonment of German," given the overwhelming recent scientifi c evidence documenting the cognitive and societal benefi ts of bilingualism, it will be interesting to see how educational policy is shaped to accommodate this population in an extremely rural setting in southwestern Kansas.
This last case study serves as a valuable reminder that "German" in the Midwest often requires the scare quotes: the two new varieties just discussed, Pennsylvania German and Plautdietsch, are not comprehensible to speakers of contemporary standard German, and they are farther apart from one another than from today's European German. The same holds for many of the other German(ic) languages spoken in the region, from Pomeranian Low German (still spoken in central Wisconsin) to "Schweitzer" German (in Moundridge, Kansas, with origins in the Palatinate, despite the name). At the same time, some form of standard German, in writing and to a lesser degree in speaking, was and even now is known in the Midwest. This kind of linguistic diversity is a focus for us as linguists, but it also underscores that there is no group of "midwestern Germans," but rather myriad distinct and sometimes related communities with their own histories. Here too, this has powerful parallels in contemporary immigrationfrom the dialectal diversity of Hmong (spoken especially in Minnesota and Wisconsin) on to Spanish, about which Stafford writes: "individuals who self-identify or are identifi ed as Hispanic include monolingual English speakers, monolingual Spanish speakers, and bilingual/multilingual individuals whose relative profi ciency in Spanish, English, and in some cases Latin American indigenous languages varies widely."
37 If midwesterners understand the German part of their history, we argue, it will facilitate understanding and accepting contemporary linguistic diversity.
IV. The German Language in the Context of Midwestern History
In the foregoing, we have laid out three case studies particular to language, issues which are rooted in and connected to the writing of midwestern regional history. Any history is constructed and contested over various ideological tensions, including the history of German and Germans in the American Midwest. In this section, we connect the linguistic issues raised above to two such issues: the pitfalls of writing history focused on the contributions of German Americans on the one hand and a reliance on research from the Nazi era on the other.
The fi rst is often talked about under the rubric of what scholars like Brent O. Peterson or Joseph Salmons call "fi liopietism" or what Robert Frizzell describes as a "contributionist" approach: Much or even most earlier work on German in the Midwest was written by people who came from the communities they wrote about, and such works can refl ect uncritical views held within the community and consciously or unconsciously promote a positive view of the community and its history. 38 The discussion above of the situation of German Americans in the World War I era already refl ects the perspective of German Americans, typical of early scholarship generally and illustrated above in Carl Wittke's work. This thread continues into the present century. Frizzell writes about a book published in 2000 that generally presented a view of German American history "as written decades ago," but its treatment of the World War I era is "thoroughly up-todate in that it is a part of the contemporary American culture of competitive victimization. Most scholars who study German Americans recognize that Germans in America are not strong players at this game."
39 Indeed, only a remarkably parochial perspective on American history could see the German American experience in terms of actual "persecution," compared to other groups-for instance, the attempted genocide of Indigenous populations, followed by boarding schools aimed in part at destroying communities' cultures and specifi cally their languages; enslaved populations brought forcibly from Africa and subjected to widespread violence and profound discrimination long after emancipation; and the Chinese Exclusion Act. But such views of German American persecution still shape some scholarly thinking.
World War I was certainly a diffi cult time to be a German speaker in the United States. 40 Still, as argued throughout the present paper and much other modern research, the war and that period by no means killed the German language in this country. Nor, as we have argued, were German speakers "model" immigrants in terms of learning English or abandoning German. The list of less politically charged but still historically and scientifi cally important skewing of history in this way could be expanded considerably. For instance, it is not uncommon to hear comments in communities about their languages as "archaic 19th century dialects" from the "Old Country." This contrasts throughout much of the Midwest and elsewhere with the very real presence of standard German, in an active press, in religious institutions and as a medium of instruction of countless schools. What is needed, we assert, is to understand this history including its positive and negative aspects within the full context of American history and society.
The second issue is a signifi cant but still widely unrecognized entanglement of work on the German language in the U.S. with National Socialism. We were surprised by comments from someone who read an earlier version of this paper and who suggested forcefully that we needed to cite the work of Heinz Kloss: "Kloss did major studies about the German language throughout the United States, producing a huge atlas along the way." This is indeed true, but this work was done for the Nazi "German Foreign Institute." Cornelia Wilhelm writes the following about Kloss and the relevant project: He collected information for the publication of a German-American atlas, which was to document the German contribution to America, but also to help German political agencies to understand the local communities, their setting, and conditions. The information was to help them make their political decisions regarding propaganda and military planning. Although the outcome of the two large projects was used by the political agencies, both projects were not published until the 1970s, when they were fi nally published by La Vern Rippley, an American scholar, as an "academic work" valuing Kloss's works as major research achievements without mentioning their origins, original context, and purpose.
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Kloss was in fact not a linguist, and Wilhelm makes a strong case that his work should be understood to a great extent not as scholarship, but rather as political propaganda for the National Socialist government. The crux of this message was, in Wilhelm's words, to present:
[a . . .] history based on the supposed "fact" that "Germans" still lived in large and connected parts of the United States, having maintained their supposed Germanness. In Kloss' eyes it was mainly the Germans who had invested work in the cultivation of American soil, and his research concluded that there was a strong connection between the achievements of the German people and the American soil. He claimed that America was only "cultivated" by their work. 42 Wilhelm points out that there was for many of these people of German ancestry no connection to a German identity at all. 43 For instance, people who had fl ed persecution in German-speaking Europe to come to North America had no strong reasons to identify with Germanness. Many other German speakers came, as noted at the outset, from far outside of modern day Germany and/or came long before German unifi cation in 1871, so that any "German identity" was complex and tenuous even on arrival. More importantly, many German speakers in the Midwest expressly adopted American identities.
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With regard to the broader aims of Kloss's research, Wilhelm writes that "the policies outlined by Kloss never had a long-term impact upon the German American community and the German 'folk islands. '" 45 That is surely true, but, as we have been reminded once again, his impact on contemporary scholarship remains often much greater, as shown by the admonition that we should see his contributions as central to understanding German in the U.S.
For both traditions of "contributionist" historiography and propagandistically tinged writings passing as "major studies," we urge a more critical engagement, both in terms of a richer understanding of the full context of American immigration history and immigrant languages.
Our three case studies point to both a kind of coherence of experience in the Midwest and a rich local diversity in those experiences. More importantly, in each instance, a nuanced and detailed investigation of bilinguals past and present dispersed throughout the American Midwest, broadly conceived, can inform our thinking about current issues, and lead to new research opportunities connecting various disciplines. At the same time, as argued just above, understanding the importance of German in the Midwest demands reexamination of some points of regional history, particularly with regard to language.
Understanding the long and complex process of German speakers learning English and eventually abandoning German strengthens the more positive view of bilingualism, immigrant and otherwise, that has emerged in various academic fi elds today. Certain obvious "German" features of midwestern English have receded, but a whole new set of features is fi rmly established as on the rise, often signaling new kinds of social group membership. The arrival of new communities in our region, Deitsch or Plautdietsch, continue long traditions and show that instead of "German" we have many "Germans," just as in some sense there are many "Midwests."
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